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Traditional tests are not effective tools for diagnosing the content and structure of students’ knowledge of physics. As a possible alternative, a set of term-association tasks (the ConMap tasks) was developed to probe the interconnections within students’ store of conceptual knowledge. The tasks have students respond spontaneously to a term or problem or topic area with a sequence of associated terms; the response terms and time-of-entry data are captured. The tasks were tried on introductory physics students, and preliminary investigations show that the tasks are capable of eliciting information about the structure of their knowledge. Specifically, data gathered through the tasks is similar to that produced by a hand-drawn concept map task, has measures that correlate with in-class exam performance, and is sensitive to learning produced by topic coverage in class. Although the results are preliminary and only suggestive, the tasks warrant further study as student-knowledge assessment instruments and sources of experimental data for cognitive modeling efforts. © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

There is a growing consensus among educational researchers that traditional problem-based assessments are not reliable tools for diagnosing students’ knowledge and for guiding pedagogical intervention, and that new tools grounded in the results of cognitive science research are needed. If one wishes to assess a student’s state of knowledge, rather than merely summarize the parts of the assessment in which the student did and did not succeed, one needs a model of what a knowledge state is and how it is probed by the assessment. An effective diagnostic assessment must describe a student with reference to some suitably detailed model of physics knowing, learning, and application.

No sufficiently specific model of knowledge structuring and accessing yet exists to serve as a basis for detailed diagnostic assessment of conceptual understanding; it has been said that “knowledge representation is one of the thorniest issues in cognitive science.” Nevertheless, physics education research (PER) has provided general qualitative descriptions of knowledge structuring in physics that can help direct the search for new assessment approaches. Cognitive scientists distinguish between two fundamental kinds of knowledge: declarative and procedural knowledge. In essence, declarative knowledge is explicit knowledge of facts, which can be stated or reported, and procedural knowledge is tacit knowledge of how to perform operations, which can be demonstrated but not stated. PER studies on physics experts’ and novices’ problem-solving behavior suggest that at least within the domain of physics, declarative knowledge can be divided into four general, approximate categories: conceptual knowledge, operational and procedural knowledge, problem-state knowledge, and strategic knowledge. (The operational and procedural category refers to declarative knowledge about physics operations and procedures, as distinct from automated, nondeclarative procedural knowledge. The choice of terminology is unfortunate, especially because many operational skills have both declarative and procedural components.)

Further studies demonstrate that experts and novices are distinguished not just by the content of their knowledge
stores, but by their organization:7 experts have contextually appropriate access to and not just possession of knowledge;8 it is the structure of interconnections between knowledge elements that allows such access;9 and experts’ knowledge is structured around key principles.10 These findings suggest that for purposes of assessing students’ degree of expertise with respect to a physics topic, a need exists for tools that can probe students’ declarative knowledge in terms of the knowledge elements present and especially the structure of interconnections between those elements: the conceptual knowledge structure.

B. Previous approaches to assessing conceptual knowledge structure

One device that has been developed for probing a student’s conceptual knowledge structure is the concept map.11,12 In a typical concept map assessment, a student is asked to draw a nodes-and-links representation of his understanding of a domain topic area. The resulting map is taken as a description, perhaps partial, of the student’s declarative knowledge structure for the topic. Many variants have been proposed: sometimes the subject is asked to draw the entire map without assistance, with labeled or unlabeled links; sometimes he is given a set of terms to arrange into a map; sometimes a partial map is provided, and he is asked to fill in the remainder; and sometimes a complete map without link labels is given and the student is asked to label all links. Scoring systems also vary widely, with credit given for the number of nodes, the number of links, the number of nodes or links deemed relevant, the degree of similarity to a reference map, or some combination of these possibilities.

Concept maps have proven useful for educational research. Empirical evidence is mixed on the extent to which concept map-based measures of student knowledge correlate with other indicators such as standardized exam performance, perhaps due to the plethora of task formats and scoring systems investigated.12–14 It is clear, however, that such assessments tend to be tedious and time-consuming to administer and to score and analyze, rendering them poorly assessable. Scoring protocols chosen.

Whether or not students are capable of drawing a concept map that accurately describes their actual knowledge structures is open to significant doubt. One reason for doubt is the observation that drawing a concept map is a time-consuming and attention-intensive activity, and a student is unlikely to be able to draw a map of any completeness for more than a very small set of concepts. In an attempt to probe students’ domain knowledge more thoroughly and to capture information about the relative strengths of interconcept links as well as the presence or absence of such links, inferred approaches to declarative knowledge assessment have been developed. One is the item relatedness judgment task,17-18 in which a student is presented with all possible pairings from a list of terms, one pairing at a time, and asked to rate the relatedness of each pair on a numerical scale. The result is a proximity matrix capturing information about the student’s knowledge structure; the matrix is then analyzed in an attempt to reveal that structure, perhaps via a scaling procedure like cluster analysis or multidimensional scaling.19,20 or perhaps via a network-construction algorithm like Pathfinder.17–19,21

Overall, investigations into the validity of such inferred approaches to declarative knowledge structure assessment have been generally positive: measures comparing the similarity of students’ derived structures (networks or scaling procedure results) to experts’ referent structures correlate significantly, though not completely, with more traditional measures of domain mastery.17,18,21 Unfortunately, item relatedness judgment tasks must either confine themselves to small sets of terms or take an impractically long time to administer, because the time required scales as the square of the number of terms included.

In addition, it is not obvious that a student’s reflected judgment on two terms relatedness necessarily corresponds to her implicit knowledge structure as it affects knowledge application. One possible reason is that such assessments impose a set of terms on the student, rather than drawing out the set that the student has unprompted access to (as some versions of the concept map approach can) similar to testing someone’s passive vocabulary rather than her active vocabulary in a language. Another is that the student may be able to appreciate that two given terms are related, if asked, but not have the relation come to mind when needed for use in a problem-solving context.

C. ConMap

As a step toward the development of practical tools for assessing physics students’ conceptual declarative knowledge structuring, we have developed a set of brief computer-administered tasks for eliciting conceptual associations.22 The tasks are collectively referred to as ConMap (“conceptual mapping”) tasks. The basic approach of the tasks is to elicit spontaneous term associations from subjects by presenting them with a prompt term, or problem, or topic area, and having them type a set of response terms. Each response is recorded along with the time spent thinking of and typing it, in an attempt to capture the flow of concepts triggered in each subject’s mind. The specific tasks and their administration will be described in more detail below. (The traditional hand-drawn concept map task, which we use for comparison, is not a ConMap task.)

To investigate the information that the ConMap tasks might reveal about students’ knowledge structuring, several studies were conducted between 1997 and 1999 with subjects from various introductory physics courses taught at the University of Massachusetts. Many different aspects of the data were analyzed, including extensive statistical treatment of the timing data associated with each term response list. This paper will consider results primarily from one particular study, and present selected analysis of the term lists without reference to the accompanying timing data. For detailed descriptions of all studies and thorough presentation and discussion of all analysis see Refs. 22 and 24.

The purpose of this paper is not to display the ConMap tasks as finished practical assessment tools, but rather to introduce the tasks as suggestions for a style of assessment that might eventually be useful and complement existing assessment approaches; to present evidence that the various tasks are, at least to some degree, sensitive to the aspects of knowledge and learning that we wish to probe; and to share some intriguing phenomena exhibited by the task results.
II. THE STUDY

A. The ConMap tasks

Several brief, computer-administered tasks were developed to elicit spontaneous conceptual associations. To probe the conceptual portion of declarative knowledge, most of the ConMap tasks attempt to elicit a subject's associations between terms. The focus is on terms rather than on equations, propositions, or other kinds of entities because terms seem to be the closest accessible approximation to conceptual building blocks. This paper is not concerned with the underlying cognitive nature of such building blocks, or with the neurological details of their representation, storage, and retrieval.

It has proven difficult to rigorously define term. When instructing subjects, a term was loosely defined to be one or perhaps two or three words describing one concept, idea, or thing. Some examples of terms drawn from introductory mechanics are “kinematics,” “Newton's first law,” “pulley,” and “problem solving.” Statements like “energy is conserved in an elastic collision” were not considered to be terms, but rather propositions involving multiple terms and their relationship. “Conservation of energy,” on the other hand, would be accepted as a term because it serves as a name for a physics concept. In practice, the distinction between single-concept terms and compound statements of relationship is not sharp, and subjects frequently wandered dismaying far over it.

Knowledge is context-dependent, in the sense that the knowledge accessible to a student depends on the student's current cognitive context. Has the student been asked a question about work? Is she thinking about a problem involving an inclined plane? Is he reviewing his physics course to date, perhaps chronologically? Therefore, several different ConMap tasks have been developed, each intended to specify a context for the subject in a different manner and therefore probe a somewhat different aspect of the subject's knowledge store.

One task was the Term Prompted Term Entry (TPTE) task, in which subjects were given a prompt term from the physics domain. They were asked to think of terms they consider related to this prompt term, rapidly, spontaneously, and without strategy, and to type these terms into a dialog box (Fig. 1) as the terms came to mind. The prompt term stayed visible throughout, and typed terms disappeared from view as they were entered. Data gathered for each subject consists of the terms spontaneously, as they came to mind, for the duration of the task (typically 20 to 45 minutes). Subjects were specifically directed to enter as many terms as possible from within the specified topic area, and to persevere to the end of the task. The task differed from true free association in that subjects were instructed to refrain from entering terms outside the designated topic area, and to avoid entering any given term more than once if possible. This task was intended to broadly survey a subject's structuring of a conceptual domain or topic area, with no detailed context (such as a problem to be solved) to shape or filter the subject's perception of the topic.

In addition, a traditional paper-and-pencil Hand Drawn Concept Map (HDCM) task was included in the study, for comparison with the other tasks. Subjects were given a prompt term like “energy” and instructed to draw a concept map around that term. Subjects were free to select their own terms, links between nodes were not to be labeled, and the map structure need not be hierarchical. Subjects were to continue elaborating their map for the duration of the task (typically 10 or 12 minutes).

Ultimately, a combination of these and perhaps other tasks might make it possible to construct a reasonable representation of a physics student's conceptual knowledge structure, including information about how access to that knowledge store is limited and constrained by context. This paper, however, is merely concerned with establishing whether the tasks are capable of probing knowledge structure at all.

B. Study design

During the spring semester of 1999, volunteers were solicited from the Physics 151 course (introductory mechanics for science and engineering majors) at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, shortly after the first of four course exams. Financial compensation was offered. Sixteen subjects were chosen from the volunteer pool, representing both genders and a range of exam 1 scores from C to A. All subjects were native English speakers.

Each subject participated in nine 15-minute sessions and one final 90-minute session, scheduled weekly for the remainder of the semester. Sessions were run under controlled conditions and monitored. One or two tasks were conducted during each 15-minute session, and four tasks, a group interview, and profile questionnaire were given during the 90-minute final session. The TPTE task was given during eight

Fig. 1. Dialog box for Term Promoted Term Entry (TPTE) task.
of the sessions, with a total of 52 prompts (28 unique, most repeated twice during the study). The PPTE task was given during seven of the 10 sessions, with a total of 40 prompt problems (30 unique); five of the prompt problems were problem situations with no associated question. The HDCM task was given during four sessions, with three unique prompt terms.

III. ANALYSIS

For each prompt term of each TPTE and PPTE task, the data obtained consisted of a list of response terms (no more than 10) and associated timing information. Analysis of the timing data will not be discussed in this paper. For each HDCM task, the drawn map was the only source of data. Every term appearing on a map was classified according to its level, indicating how far removed it was topologically from the map’s prompt term. For example, a term directly linked to the prompt term was classified as level 1, while a term directly connected to a level 1 term but not to the prompt term was classified as level 2.

The following sections present results from some specific analyses performed on the study data.

A. TPTE versus HDCM

This section compares subjects’ hand-drawn concept maps (HDCM) to their term-prompted term entry (TPTE) response term lists for identical prompts. During session B of the study, a TPTE task was given in which force was one of the prompt terms presented, and a HDCM task was given with force as the prompt term. Similarly, session H included TPTE and HDCM tasks with the prompt “momentum,” and session J included TPTE and HDCM tasks with the prompt “force.” Session G included a HDCM task with the prompt “energy;” although that session did not include a TPTE task, energy was used as a TPTE prompt during session J. Thus, there were three occasions on which a prompt term was used for both a TPTE and HDCM task during the same session, and one on which the TPTE and HDCM tasks were separated by three weeks.

In all sessions that included a HDCM task, that task was placed at the end of the session, after all term-entry style tasks. This was done because the term-entry tasks are by design rapid and spontaneous, relying on impulsive associations, while the drawing of a concept map by hand is a much slower, more contemplative and reflective task. It therefore seemed likely that the term-entry tasks would be more susceptible to pollution from prior tasks: even if previously used term-entry responses occurred to students during construction of a concept map, they had the time and freedom to ponder whether those terms belonged in the map. No empirical data was obtained on how the relative ordering and temporal separation of the TPTE and HDCM tasks impacts the responses. Extensive investigation of this impact is clearly warranted.

For each of these four pairings, each of the 16 subjects’ HDCM maps was compared to his or her TPTE response list, resulting in 64 map/list comparisons. For each map/list comparison, each term in the TPTE response list was matched with an HDCM node containing an equivalent term, if one existed, and the level of that node was noted. If the TPTE response list contained duplicate terms, repeats were ignored. Because subjects were free to choose their own phrasing and spelling, inexact matches were common, so a TPTE response term was defined to match a map node term if their meanings were equivalent whether or not the terms were identical. For example, “gravity” and “gravitation” were considered matches, as were “$F_N$” and “normal.” Contextual clues from adjacent nodes were sometimes used to aid in identifying the intended meaning of map terms. On occasion, a TPTE response term did not appear by itself as a map node, but did appear as part of a compound term in a map node: for example, “acceleration” might appear in the TPTE response list and not on the HDCM map, but “mass x acceleration” might appear on the map. In such cases, the term was counted as appearing on the map, with the level of the compound term containing it.

For each map/list pair, the fraction of level 1 map terms that appeared in the corresponding TPTE response list was calculated. The mean and standard deviation of this fraction across study subjects are displayed in Table I. On average, slightly more than half of the terms from each subject’s first-level map nodes also appear in the subject’s corresponding TPTE response list. This overlap value was atypically low for a few map/list pairings; when such pairings were inspected in detail, it was often found that the subject had categorized several of the terms from the TPTE response list and used that category as a first-level node on the HDCM, causing the terms themselves to appear at the second level. For example, a subject might have listed several kinds of forces as TPTE responses to the prompt force, but might have categorized kinds of forces into contact and at a distance on the HDCM, with the two category names directly linked to the central force node and the specific forces connected at level two.

For each map/list pair, the fraction of TPTE response terms not appearing anywhere on the map was calculated. Between 0% and 35% of a subject’s TPTE response terms are typically absent from his corresponding HDCM. Table II displays the mean and standard deviation of this fraction across study subjects.

Despite the fact that the HDCM is a considered, reflective task and the TPTE is a spontaneous, impulsive one, TPTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-HDCM vs B-TPTE (“force”)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-HDCM vs J-TPTE (“energy”)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-HDCM vs H-TPTE (“momentum”)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-HDCM vs J-TPTE (“force”)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All 4 combined</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Mean and standard deviation across study subjects for the fraction of level 1 HDCM terms appearing in the corresponding TPTE response list, for each of the four HDCM/TPTE sets.
data sets seem to provide a subset of the information provided by a HDCM. Specifically, a subject’s TPTE response list typically contains slightly more than half of the first-level terms appearing in the corresponding HDCM, and few of the TPTE responses are entirely absent from the HDCM. The TPTE thus seems useful for probing the core structure of a subject’s conceptual knowledge store, while the HDCM gathers more widespread structural information.

B. TPTE response scoring

In a preliminary attempt to investigate whether the TPTE task could serve as a useful student assessment tool, a procedure was developed for assigning a score to a subject’s TPTE response list based on the quality of the response terms entered as judged by domain experts. The resulting set of scores was compared against subjects’ performance on their in-class exams. Scoring of lists was carried out for only one prompt term, “force,” which was used as a TPTE prompt during sessions B, C, and J of the study.

A panel of five physics experts (four physics professors and one advanced graduate student) was formed. Four of the five had detailed knowledge of the ongoing ConMap research project, so the panel cannot be considered representative of any general population of physics experts. To familiarize the expert panelists with the TPTE task and to acquire some data for later comparisons, the experts were all assigned a 16-prompt TPTE session which included the prompt “force.”

A master list was constructed which consisted of every response term given by every study subject to the TPTE prompt “force” in each of the three sessions in which it was presented, and also every response term given by each of the five expert panelists to the prompt “force.” Terms that were only trivially different representations of the same concept (for example, “conservation of energy” and “energy conservation”) were mapped to one standard version, resulting in a set of 80 terms. This set was alphabetized and presented to each of the expert panelists. The experts were instructed to rate the quality of each term as a TPTE response to the prompt “force,” and assign to it a 2, 1, or 0, according to the following scale:

2: Good/valueable/important. This student knows his/her stuff.
1: Has some merit. Not an unreasonable response.
0: Irrelevant, worthless. Reveals no nontrivial knowledge.

The five experts’ ratings were averaged for each response term, resulting in a quality value between 0 and 2 for that term relative to the prompt term.

The score for a subject’s response list was defined to be the sum of the quality values for each term in that list; a list score can therefore range from 0 to 20. Such a score was calculated for each of the subjects’ response lists to the prompt “force” in each of the three sessions. The resulting set of 48 scores (three each for 16 subjects) ranged from 4.2 to 15.2, with a mean of 11.8 and a standard deviation of 2.9. For each subject, a mean score for the prompt was calculated by averaging her scores for each of the three sessions response lists. The resulting set of 16 mean scores ranged from 8.0 to 14.5, with a mean of 11.8 and a standard deviation of 2.0.

A scatterplot of each subject’s mean response list score to “force” versus the sum of his raw scores on the four course exams, a crude measure of overall subject expertise, is shown in Fig. 2. Pearson’s r-value coefficient of correlation was 0.608, where 0.13 is the threshold for statistical significance with 16 data points. (The coefficient of correlation is defined to be statistically significant if it implies that the relative error in the slope of the best-fit line is less than 1/3.23) This result suggests that the TPTE response list scores calculated according to the above procedure correlate with subject expertise as measured by exam scores. A different scoring rubric might of course produce a stronger correlation, as might comparing TPTE scores to a more targeted measure of exam performance based only on force-related questions. These hypotheses have not been tested, but the simple rubric and comparison performed suffices to demonstrate the existence of a correlation.

C. PPTE response to course coverage

Two Problem-Prompted Term Entry (PPTE) prompt problems were given during three different sessions of the study, and four others were given during two different sessions. In an attempt to determine whether subjects’ PPTE responses were impacted by their learning of the subject material during the associated physics course, their responses from different sessions for the same prompt problem were compared. The notation “problem D6” means the sixth prompt problem given during the session D PPTE task. All subjects were given prompt problems in the same order, so problem D6 was identical for all subjects.

Two of the problems given two times each (I2 = J4 and I5 = J1) were separated by only one week, and both sessions were significantly later in the semester than the relevant material was covered. These two cases served as a control test by providing a measure of how consistent subjects’ PPTE responses were for two consecutive sessions, in the absence of directly relevant course coverage.

The two problems given three times each (C1 = D6 = J3 and C4 = D2 = J5) were given during sessions C, D, and J. Domain material relevant to the problems was covered in the concurrent physics course between sessions C and D, and an exam on the material was given during the same week as session D, so it is reasonable to assume that subjects spent time studying the material during the week between sessions C and D. The data from these two prompt problems were examined as a test of the hypothesis that the PPTE task can detect conceptual change resulting from lecture coverage and
exam studying. Comparison with the session J responses served as an additional control, to test whether any apparent change between C and D was long-lasting or temporary.

1. Control: Consecutive weeks, no course coverage

PPTE prompts I2 and J4 used the same prompt problem (taken from the third course exam, given during the week before session H). The same is true of prompts I5 and J1. For each occurrence of each prompt, subjects who responded with terms indicating the key concept(s) needed to solve the problem were identified, and a comparison was done to see how consistent subjects were in this regard across the two sessions.

The results of these two comparisons suggest that in the absence of direct course coverage of the relevant subject material, the likelihood that students will respond with a PPTE term relevant to the prompt problem’s solution is approximately the same when the task is given in two consecutive weeks: no coverage, no change.

The problem used for I2 and J4 is shown in Fig. 3. For both presentations, each subject who included momentum or conservation of momentum among his responses was binned as positive, regardless of what other responses were included. The purpose of this scheme was to detect whether the relevant concept was brought to the subject’s consciousness by the problem, not to determine whether the subject could use the concept. Thirteen of the subjects were positive (included the concept) for both I2 and J4; two were negative for both; and only one changed categories, from negative to positive.

The results of these two comparisons suggest that in the absence of direct course coverage of the relevant subject material, the likelihood that students will respond with a PPTE term relevant to the prompt problem’s solution is approximately the same when the task is given in two consecutive weeks: no coverage, no change.

2. Lecture coverage and exam studying

The two problems given during sessions C, D, and J are optimally solved with the work-energy theorem. When subjects were presented with the problems during session C, they had been introduced to work and energy concepts, but the lecture instructor had not completed his treatment of the work-energy theorem. During session D, one week later, coverage of energy topics was essentially complete, and subjects were taking an exam on the material. The session J presentation occurred significantly later, at the end of the semester.

It was hypothesized that additional lecture and homework coverage of the material and preparation for the exam would impact the way subjects responded to the prompt problems. Specifically, it was anticipated that more students would respond with terms indicating an inclination to consider the work-energy theorem for solving the problems during session D than during session C. For the session J responses, two outcomes seemed plausible, assuming that the hypothesis about sessions C and D turned out to be correct: if the increase from C to D was due to short-term immersion in work and energy course material (that is, subjects had those terms on their minds), then the fraction of positively binned subjects should decrease from D to J; or, if the increase was due to a real change in subjects’ conceptual reaction to the problems, then the rate for J should be comparable to the rate for D and significantly higher than the rate for C.

Problem C1 had no picture, and read: "An object is launched directly upward with an initial speed of 18 m/s. What is the object’s speed after rising 8 meters?" Problem D6 was identical to C1 except that "18 m/s" was changed to "12 m/s" and "8 meters" was changed to "5 meters." Problem J3 was identical to problem D6.

Each subject was binned as positive if he included work or energy as a response term or part of a response term in his list of responses to the prompt problem. Subjects who mentioned neither were binned as negative. Each subject was binned according to this criterion for sessions C, D, and J, resulting in three binnings per subject. 1 of 16 subjects were binned as positive for C1, 7 of 16 for D6, and 6 of 16 for J3. When comparing subjects’ binnings for D6 and J3, it was found that seven were negative for both sessions, four were positive for both, two changed from negative in D6 to positive in J3, and three changed from positive in D6 to negative in J3.

Problem C4 had no picture, and read: "A 30 kg box starts from rest on a frictionless horizontal floor. A force of 200 N is applied to the box, pushing down at an angle of 45°. How much work must the applied force do to get the box moving at 1 m/s?" Problem D2 was identical except that "30 kg" was changed to "25 kg," "200 N" was changed to "320 N," and "1 m/s" was changed to "1.5 m/s." Problem J5 was identical to problem D2.

For each subject’s session C list of response terms to the prompt problem, the subject was binned as positive if she included energy or work-energy theorem as a response term or part of a response term. Subjects who mentioned neither term were binned as negative. Subjects who merely entered work were binned as negative, because the problem itself explicitly asks for the work to be determined. Three of 16 subjects were positive in C4, six of 16 for D2, and six of 16 for J5. When comparing subjects’ binnings for D2 and J5, it was found that eight were negative for both sessions, four
were positive for both, two changed from negative in D2 to positive in J5, and two changed from positive in D2 to negative in J5.

These two comparisons suggest that when presented with a PPTE problem, students are more likely to include among their responses a term indicative of the concept necessary for the problem’s solution after they have been exposed to material containing the concept through lecture, homework, and studying. When such exposure occurred, positive responses increased noticeably over one week, and remained higher six weeks later. Also, subjects’ binnings remained relatively stable for the six weeks following the exposure: two-thirds to three-quarters of the subjects were in the same bin for both the session D and session J prompts, for both comparisons. Overall, there appears to be suggestive evidence that the PPTE task is sensitive to course-induced learning. How sensitive it is, and how influenced it might be by details of the course, has not been determined.

One might ask why only seven of 16 students, all of whom scored a C or better on the first course exam, mentioned work or energy in response to problem D6 after a week of intensive lecture, homework, and studying on work and energy topics. C1/D6/J3 is, after all, a rather straightforward conservation of energy problem. If the PPTE task is providing information about the subjects’ ability to solve the problem, this response would suggest that the subjects are largely unable to apply their recently acquired knowledge to even simple problems. Subjects were not asked to actually solve the problems during the study, so no direct data exists to resolve this question. However, it is suggestive to note that 12 of the 16 subjects included kinematics or a clear equivalent among their responses to D6, including seven of the nine who included work or energy, and five of the seven who did not. Many of the subjects had kinematics near the beginning of their response list. It would seem that despite their recent immersion in work and energy, the subjects retained a strong inclination to react to the problem as an exercise in kinematics, perhaps because of longer experience and greater confidence with that topic.

It is also worth remembering that subjects were not instructed to enter terms indicative of the prompt problem’s solution, but merely terms they considered related to the problem, spontaneously and without reflection. The task’s instructions could be rewritten so that subjects enter terms related to the solution of the problem, but this would destroy the spontaneity of the associations elicited. And even then the task should not be expected to accurately predict problem-solving success: a student might very likely (for example) begin problem D6 with kinematics, get frustrated, and then turn to energy concepts and succeed; the PPTE task would elicit kinetics only, unless the subject thought through their solution completely and clearly before entering terms. Recall that the task is not intended as a replacement for problem-solving assessments as a measure of problem-solving ability, but rather as a probe of the linkages between students’ conceptual and problem-state knowledge.

D. FTE jump rates

When a subject generates terms for a Free Term Entry (FTE) task, it seems plausible that he walks the network of concepts in his knowledge structure representing the given domain, stepping from concept to concept along relatively strong links that associate concepts. If this is true, adjacent terms in FTE response lists should be generally related, with occasional jumps when no associated terms immediately suggest themselves to the subject and he has to stop and think for a while to come up with another not-yet-entered term. (This is of course a simple model, ignoring other possible mechanisms such as parallel processing and delayed subconscious processing.)

One testable hypothesis that follows this picture is that when two adjacent terms in a FTE response list are strongly related, the elapsed time between entering the two should be smaller on average than the time between two relatively unrelated terms. This will be investigated in a subsequent paper.24 If it is assumed that more expertlike (that is, better-performing students) have more richly structured conceptual knowledge, then another testable hypothesis is that subjects’ course grades should correlate with the fraction of jumps in their FTE response lists. This section tests that hypothesis.

Define a term to be a jump if it does not appear to be reasonably related to one of the preceding three terms in the subject’s sequence of FTE responses, according to a domain expert’s judgment. The three-term threshold was chosen because according to the introspective testimony of experts who were given the task, sometimes two or three terms are triggered more or less simultaneously by the same prior term, and one must enter them in sequence; in this case the last entered of these terms would be related not to the immediately preceding term but to one a step or two earlier. It is acknowledged that these defining criteria for a jump are somewhat arbitrary, and depend on a domain expert’s subjective judgment: given a reference structure for comparison (perhaps formed from several experts’ concept maps), a cleaner definition should be possible for follow-up study.

Define a subject’s jump rate on an FTE task to be the number of jumps occurring in her response list, divided by the total number of terms in the list. A jump rate of zero would indicate that every term is related to one of the previous three terms; a jump rate of one would indicate that every term was unrelated to all of the previous three.

Each of the 16 subjects in the study was given a FTE task once, during session J. The specified topic area for terms was ‘‘the material covered in Physics 151.’’ (Physics 151 was the current course from which subjects were drawn, and session J was given between the penultimate and ultimate classes of the course.) The task lasted for 30 minutes. The number of responses entered by students during that time ranged from 37 to 174, with a mean of 81 and a standard deviation of 34. Calculated jump rates ranged from 0.18 to 0.60, with a mean of 0.32 and standard deviation of 0.12.

Because inspection of the response lists showed that terms were entered much more sporadically during the later part of the task for all students, with many long pauses, isolated terms, and questionable terms, it was suspected that the earlier portion of the task might better reveal subjects’ degree of structuring of the domain concepts, and the latter part might simply introduce noise to the measurement. To investigate this, jump rates were also calculated for the first half of each subject’s response list (determined by term count, not by time). First-half jump rates ranged from 0.11 to 0.60, with a mean of 0.26 and a standard deviation of 0.12.

Figure 5 shows a scatterplot of subjects’ overall jump rates against the sum of their raw course exam scores, and Fig. 6 shows the same for first-half jump rates. The coefficient of correlation is \( r = -0.23 \) for Fig. 5 and \( r = -0.46 \) for Fig. 6, where \( \pm 0.13 \) is the threshold for statistical significance with 16 data points.
Although the coefficient of correlation for these plots might seem to indicate a significant correlation, the plots show one outlying point (top left) which overly influences the results. Recalculating the coefficient of correlation without this outlier yields $r = -0.09$ for the jump rate and $r = -0.16$ for the first-half jump rate, where $\pm 0.14$ is the threshold for statistical significance with 15 data points. The evidence for the hypothesized correlation is statistically marginal.

In contrast, Fig. 7 shows a plot of FTE jump rate versus course exam performance for a different study, consisting of 18 students from the Fall 1997 Physics 152 course (second-semester introductory physics for science and engineering majors). The designated topic area was “the material covered in Physics 152.” One subject was removed from the sample because he or she did not take one of the course exams. Because the exam grades for this course were normalized to a 100-point scale, the measure of overall exam performance used was the average of the four course exam scores. Figure 8 shows the same plot for first-half jump rates. The correlation of coefficient for jump rates versus exam performance is $r = -0.67$, and for first-half jump rates versus exam performance is $r = -0.59$, where $\pm 0.13$ is the threshold for statistical significance with 17 data points.

The data from this study suggest a statistically significant correlation. It is not clear why the results from the two studies seem to differ; perhaps the difference in subject material or student composition of the two courses is relevant, or some aspect of the study itself. Further research is required to resolve the question of whether FTE jump rate correlates with course performance. Two specific questions to investigate are whether an improved definition of jump can be found that strengthens the correlation, and whether the jump rate would correlate more strongly with a better measure of course performance than the standard multiple-choice exams used.

IV. DISCUSSION

Overall, the results presented above indicate that ConMap term entry tasks can elicit information about introductory physics students’ conceptual knowledge structure. Comparison of TPTE term lists with drawn concept maps reveals that the TPTE lists approximate a subset of concept map nodes, primarily the most central nodes of the map. Experts’ ratings of the quality of subjects’ TPTE responses correlate with student exam scores. PPTE responses are more likely to include terms indicative of the correct answer to the prompt problem as a result of course instruction on the relevant physics. And FTE jump rates might correlate with exam scores. These results are preliminary and in need of corroboration, but should justify further investigation of the ConMap approach to assessment.
It is worth noting that although correlations with subjects’ performance on course exams have been used to validate some of the ConMap measures, the ConMap assessments have in fact been developed in response to the perceived inadequacy of traditional course exams, and are not intended to reproduce exam results. Follow-up research should validate the ConMap tasks against carefully constructed assessments of conceptual expertise, perhaps including performance on hand-crafted conceptual problems.

The overlap between TPTE responses and HDCM nodes, especially central (level one) nodes, suggests the possibility of using a TPTE-based assessment as an easier-to-administer, easier-to-evaluate equivalent to the much-studied HDCM. In further research, one might compare branchings from subsidiary nodes of a HDCM to response lists when the subsidiary node term is used as a TPTE prompt. It might be possible to predict significant portions of a subject’s HDCM from TPTE response data for a set of prompt terms.

The resulting TPTE-elicited network might even be more revealing of true knowledge structure than a consciously drawn map. One might consider whether the fact that some of a subject’s level one HDCM terms appear in the TPTE response list and some do not indicates anything fundamental about the subject’s knowledge, rather than indicating that the TPTE task is noisy. Perhaps the HDCM level one terms which also appear in the TPTE are those to which the subject has automated, instant access, while those which do not appear are only accessible to the subject upon conscious reflection. Here again, further study is warranted.

The work described in this paper is merely one early step in the achievement of the long-term goals described in the Introduction: the development of practical, efficient assessment tools for diagnosing physics students’ evolving conceptual knowledge structures, and the formulation of appropriate detailed cognitive models by which to diagnose. Research towards this goal faces the circularity problem common to all new physics frontiers: an appropriately sensitive experimental probe is a precondition to useful empirical data, yet the data validate a proposed probe; a model is necessary to interpret the data, but the data suggest and constrain modeling; and when a new probe is needed, its invention is guided by some kind of model. Thus, this paper has sought to present some possible probes, along with demonstrations of the kind of empirical data they make possible, and evidence of interpretability in the data which serves to justify the probes. A forthcoming paper will explore the connection to modeling knowledge structure, access, and evolution.
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